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©
(57) Abstract: Certain aspects are directed to a device designed to relieve compression in a length of pipe. The device provides a
load ring that can absorb and isolate load until a shear sleeve is shifted and shear pins are sheared. A specific aspect provides a pack -

o er release compaction joint that has a shifting sleeve having a first internal shoulder configured to engage a shifting tool; a shear
sleeve having a raised abutment; a load ring mounted on the shear sleeve, the load ring having an outer diameter and positioned for

o ward of the first side of the raised abutment; a snap ring mounted around the outer diameter of the load ring. Action of a shifting tool
against the first internal shoulder of the shifting sleeve causes the snap ring to move away from the load ring and move to the second
side of the raised abutment.



PACKER RELEASE COMPACTION JOINT

Technical Field

[0001] The present disclosure relates generally to devices for use in a

wellbore in a subterranean formation and, more particularly (although not

necessarily exclusively), to a device designed to relieve compression in a length

of pipe.

Background

[0002] Various devices can be utilized in a well traversing a hydrocarbon-

bearing subterranean formation. Many such devices are configured to be

actuated, installed, or removed by a force applied to the device while disposed in

the well. In one example, a packer device may be installed in production tubing

in the well by applying a force to an elastomeric element of the packer. The

elastomeric element may expand in response to the force. Expansion of the

elastomeric element may restrict the flow of fluid through an annulus between the

packer and the tubing. In another example, a force may be applied to a

removable plug device to withdraw the plug from an installed position in the

wellbore.

[0003] In these instances, removal of these devices from the well can be a

challenge. For example, devices set in the well may be subjected to forces after

they are locked in the casing. These forces may be thermally induced, induced

by pressure, or through the application of mechanical forces from the tubing

string or workstings. Once these forces exist, it may be difficult or impossible for



normal function of the tools that are in the well. One such example of this is

when a packer is set in the well and forces are applied to the bottom of the

packer that prevent the slips from releasing from the casing to allow the packer to

be pulled. In order to release this force, there is a need for a device that will

eliminate the force on the packer.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0004] FIG. 1 is a side cross-sectional view of one embodiment of a packer

release compaction joint in the run-in and compressed position.

[0005] FIG. 1A is an exploded view of a portion of FIG. 1

[0006] FIG. 2 is a side cross-sectional view of the packer release

compaction joint of FIG. 1 as the shifting sleeve and shear sleeve are shifted to

begin to release compression.

[0007] FIG. 3 is a side cross-sectional view of the packer release

compaction joint of FIG. 1 with the sleeves shifted.

[0008] FIG. 4 is a side cross-sectional view of a packer release compaction

joint in the run-in position, with a shifting tool in place.

[0009] FIG. 5 is a side cross-sectional view of the packer release

compaction joint of FIG. 4 after the joint has been shifted.

[001 0] FIG. 6 is a perspective view of a packer release compaction joint.

Detailed Description

[001 1] Certain aspects and examples of the present disclosure are directed

to a packer release compaction joint. The packer release compaction joint is



intended to relieve compression in a length of pipe. In a particular aspect, the

joint relieves compression in pipe below a packer in a wellbore. Packers are

typically set with a slip that is wedged into the wellbore casing. The pipe below

the packer release compaction joint may be gravel packed so that the pipe

cannot move or may be closely spaced next to another device that is fixed within

the well. When the packer is set, weight may have been applied down the

workstring in the well. Other ways of applying force on the packer may also

occur. For instance, the pipe below the packer may be cool when the packer is

set. After the packer is set and the well warms, the pipe may expand and put

force on the packer. During a gravel pack, the pipe may become fixed by the

pack sand, not allowing any movement of the pipe below the packer.

[001 2] Accordingly, when the packer is to be released, the slip on the

packer may be difficult to remove from the casing because the pipe has to move

downward in order to allow the wedge under the slip to release the teeth of the

slip from the casing. This disclosure provides a packer release compaction joint

that can relieve compression and create travel space in order to allow the slip to

release from the casing if/when the packer should be pulled. The packer release

joint relieves the compression in the pipe by shifting a sleeve that enables the

device to scope inward and provide space for tubing movement to relieve pipe

buckling and compression. This generally creates a space that provides enough

distance for the lower wedge to move downward and allow the slip teeth to

disengage before the packer is pulled.

[001 3] These illustrative examples are given to introduce the reader to the

general subject matter discussed here and are not intended to limit the scope of



the disclosed concepts. The following sections describe various additional

aspects and examples with reference to the drawings in which like numerals

indicate like elements, and directional descriptions are used to describe the

illustrative aspects. The following sections use directional descriptions such as

"above," "below," "upper," "lower," "upward," "downward," "left," "right," "uphole,"

"downhole," etc. in relation to the illustrative aspects as they are depicted in the

figures, the upward direction being toward the top of the corresponding figure and

the downward direction being toward the bottom of the corresponding figure, the

uphole direction being toward the surface of the well and the downhole direction

being toward the toe of the well. Like the illustrative aspects, the numerals and

directional descriptions included in the following sections should not be used to

limit the present disclosure.

[0014] One advantage of the packer release compaction joint is that

because well completion tools are generally run at a very deep depths downhole,

it is not always possible to tell whether the packer has released when the packer

release is attempted. By creating the desired space during this release and

retrieval process, the well operator can have a greater certainty that the packer

may be retrieved successfully and that milling may not be required to retrieve the

packer.

[001 5] In one aspect, the packer release compaction joint can be a part of

the completion string. The joint/tool may be run at a location in the completion

string below the retrievable packer. In a typical sand control completion, this

location could be below the extensions below the closing sleeve. In another

embodiment, it may be run in at a lower end of a gravel pack assembly. In a



specific aspect, the packer release compaction joint is positioned generally below

a lower extension of the gravel pack assembly. It may be positioned above a

screen. The packer release compaction joint need not act until the shift is

needed to create the desired space. Alternatively, the shift may take place once

the packer has been set. When desired, the joint allows the movement between

a shifting sleeve and a shear sleeve to cause movement of the shifting sleeve,

which creates the desired space in the tubing. The joint is designed to provide

room for downward movement below the packer to aid in retrieving of the packer.

[001 6] For example, if the packer is set after weight is slacked off of the

workstring onto the completion below the packer, when it is time for the packer to

be released, there is no slack in the completion string to allow the lower wedge of

the packer to fall and release the lower end of the packer slip from the casing.

Accordingly, the packer release compaction joint tool 10 provided in this

disclosure and shown in Figures 1-3 absorbs the compression of the tool string

between the packer and the compaction joint by the described stroke of the

compaction joint.

[001 7] When the packer is ready to be pulled, a shifter or shifting tool 30 as

shown in Figures 4 and 5 is connected to the bottom of a packer retrieving tool

(such as a VRA type Versa-Trieve retrieving tool) and will be run downhole. The

shifter will be connected to and extended below the retrieving tools so that it will

be spaced out and located just below the compaction joint 10 before the

retrieving tool engages the packer. The extension below the retrieving tool will be

lowered through the packer and then pulled up far enough to allow the shifter 30

to shift the compaction joint shifting sleeve 14. This shifting of the shifting sleeve



14 releases compression between the lower wedge of the packer and the

compaction joint 10. Releasing the compression will allow the lower wedge to be

pulled away from the packer slip and allow it to disengage from the well casing.

Once the shear sleeve 16 in the compaction joint shears shear screw 24, the

retrieving tool can be lowered to engage and release the packer.

[00 8] The disclosure now refers to the packer release compaction joint 10

shown in Figures 1-3. Figure 1 and Figure 1A show cross sectional views of a

pipe 12 that supports the compaction joint 10 components. Figure 1 shows a

compaction joint 10 with a shifting sleeve 14, a shear sleeve 16, a load ring 18, a

snap ring 20, a drive-lock pin 22, shear elements 24, and a mandrel 26. Other

components are possible and shown, but in one aspect, the interaction between

the above elements is what generally creates the desired movement/shift. This

packer release joint 10 is not a part of the packer, but it is a stand-alone tool that

may be located at some point generally below the packer on the completion

string.

[00 9] As shown in Figure 1, the shifting sleeve 14 has an internal shoulder

28 that is sized for engagement with the shifting tool 30. An exemplary shifting

tool and its interaction with the packer release joint 10 is shown in Figures 4 and

5 . The shifting tool 30 is designed to engage the internal shoulder 28 and pull the

shifting sleeve 14 when appropriate. The shifting tool 30 may be used to cause

the packer release joint 10 to move and create space. In use, the shifting tool 30

may be run in on the washpipe of the sand control completion or an internal

string.



[0020] The shifter or shifting tool 30 is generally located below a packer

retrieving tool and used to release the compressive load from the compaction tool

prior to pulling the packer. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the shifting tool 30 has

an engaging feature 32 that can engage the shoulder 28 of the shifting sleeve 14.

The engaging feature 32 may be an internal indented area 34 on the tool 30 with

a corresponding ledge 36 that can engage and move the shifting sleeve 14.

[0021] Referring back to Figure 1, the shifting sleeve 14 may have an

additional shoulder feature 38 that abuts a shear sleeve 16 such that the shear

sleeve 16 and shifting sleeve 14 can contact one another. The shear sleeve 16

is pinned to the load ring 18 via a drive-lock pin 22. Shear sleeve 16 is also

secured to the mandrel 26 via shear elements 24. As shown in Figure 1, there

may be two shear elements 24 around the circumference of the shear sleeve 16.

Because the shear sleeve 16 is secured to the mandrel 26 via shear elements

24, when the shifting sleeve 14 and the shear sleeve 16 are moved or "shifted"

with respect to the mandrel (which does not move), the shear elements 24 are

caused to shear or break.

[0022] When the packer release joint 10 is in the well and confined

between other tools such that the packer release joint 10 is in compression, loads

are applied through the mandrel 26, against the snap ring 20, and into the top

sub/outer tubing 58. When the load is applied, there is also a compressive load

applied to the load ring 18, which can absorb and transfer this compressive load.

[0023] The load ring 18 is provided in order to prevent the compressive

load that is applied to the packer release joint 10 from being applied to the shear

sleeve 16 during the time that the shear elements 24 are sheared. The load ring



18 thus absorbs the compressive load and prevents this load from being applied

to the sleeve 16. Without a load ring 18 in place, the force required to shift the

shear sleeve 16 would be drastically increased, and possibly even made

impossible, due to the frictional load that would otherwise exist between the

upper surface 17 of the shear sleeve 16 and the snap ring 20 (without the load

ring 18 in place). The frictional forces could even exceed the shear forces at

loads of high magnitude.

[0024] The presence of the load ring 18 thus absorbs the compression load

on the packer release joint 10 and transfers it elsewhere on the tool string. This

load support/transfer eliminates compressive load on the shear sleeve 16, which

allows movement of the shear sleeve 16 to shear the shear elements 24 when

the shifting tool 30 is engaged in the internal shoulder 28 of the shifting sleeve

14. Due to the presence of load ring 18, the load required to shift the shear

sleeve 16 is only the load required to shear the shear elements 24 plus the shear

pins 22. The compression load resulting from the compression on the packer

release joint 10 and the inward force on snap ring 20 is supported by the load

ring 18.

[0025] The load ring 18 is designed to withstand this compression and to

allow the sliding movement of the shear sleeve 16 beneath. The load ring 18

essentially "floats" along the surface 17 of shear sleeve 16 until the shear

elements 24 are sheared. Without this floating/sliding fit of the load ring 18, the

compression against the upper surface 17 of the shear sleeve 16 could require

such a high value for shifting the shear sleeve 16 (and the subsequent shear of

shear elements 24) that could prevent the shifting tool 30 from creating the



desired movement at all (which would prevent the packer release joint 10 from

being able to release the packer and create the desired space).

[0026] Thus, the load ring 18 can slide with little contact against the upper

surface 17 of the shear sleeve 16. Because of this sliding fit, the frictional forces

resulting from the compressive load on the load ring 18 do not add to the total

force required to move sleeve 16 in order to shear screw screws 24 and pin 22.

[0027] The load ring 18 allows the packer release joint 10 to have the

ability to absorb a large compressive load before that load is transferred through

the joint and to the sleeves 14, 16 and shear elements 24. The load ring 18 can

support a heavy load, which can be from about 50,000 to about 200,000 pounds

of compression on a tool that might be used in 9 5/8" casing. This range is

provided as an example only and is not intended to be limiting of the loads that

can be supported by devices provided in this disclosure.

[0028] It would also be difficult to know exactly what level of additional

compression would be needed to prevent the shearing of the shear elements 24.

By providing the load ring 18, the shear elements 24 are allowed to shear at the

appropriate time under the appropriate load. The shear elements 24 alone may

have a shear valve of around 20,000 pounds. Accordingly, the load ring 18 adds

the ability of the packer release joint 10 to withstand a much greater amount of

force and still be able to be shiftably released. Without the load ring 18 in

position, the joint 10 would likely not be possible to shift with the combined shear

and frictional loads. It would also be more difficult for the operator to reliably

know when the shear elements 24 actually shear.



[0029] In one aspect, the shear sleeve 16 has a raised abutment 48. When

the packer release joint 10 is in its compressed position as shown in Figure 1,

there is a space 62 between the load ring 18 and the raised abutment 48. As

shown in Figure 2, when the shear elements 24 are sheared, there is an impact

load applied to the load ring 18, which allows the shear sleeve 16 to release from

its position underneath the snap ring 20. Providing space 62 between the load

ring 18 and a raised abutment 48 allows the force generated by the shearing of

shear elements 24 to impact the load ring 18 at a high velocity, which can help

the load ring 18/shear sleeve 16 move out from underneath the snap ring 20, as

shown in Figure 2 . During the shifting of the packer release joint 10, this space

62 is closed, as shown in Figure 3 . The raised abutment 48 creates a support for

the load ring 18 when compression is applied.

[0030] The figures also show a snap ring 20 adjacent to the load ring 18.

The snap ring 20 is locked in place in the packer release joint 10 and will absorb

the compressive load placed on the packer in use. The load ring 18 located

underneath the snap ring 20 prevents compressive load from being transferred to

the shear sleeve 16. This will allow for a consistent shear value regardless of the

compressive load placed on the snap ring 20. Snap ring 20 is shown as

encircling the outer diameter of the load ring 18, as illustrated in Figure 6 . In this

aspect, the load ring 18 is generally located below (or underneath) the snap ring

20.

[0031] In one aspect, snap ring 20 may be a C-shaped ring with a gap 44

cut therein. This gap 44 can allow the snap ring 20 to be sized to fit over the load

ring 18 and back around the shear sleeve 16 once the packer release joint has



been shifted, as shown in Figure 3 . The gap 44 allows the snap ring 20 to

expand to the larger outer diameter of these areas. The gap 44 allows the snap

ring 20 to slide off the load ring 18 upon movement of the shifting sleeve 14.

[0032] Figures 1 and 2 show a cavity 56 that exists with respect to the

outer sub 58 and the shifting sleeve 14. As shown in Figure 3, when the release

step is to occur and the shifting tool 30 moves shifting sleeve 14 to release

compression, the load ring 18 moves with the shifting sleeve 14/shear sleeve 16.

Shifting sleeve 14 and shear sleeve 16 can be secured to one another in order to

create a unified movement such that pressure on shifting sleeve 14 also moves

shear sleeve 16. It is also possible for the shifting sleeve 14 and shear sleeve 16

to be provided as a single sleeve, if desired or appropriate for the wellbore

application used.

[0033] As the shifting sleeve 14 continues to move to the left in the figures,

the snap ring 20 slides over the load ring 18. One example of movement of the

shifting sleeve 14/shear sleeve 16 is shown in Figures 2 and 3 . In these figures,

the shifting sleeve 14, shear sleeve 16, and load ring 18 move together and are

shifted to the left of the page. (This shift may be an upward lateral shift in the

wellbore, or a horizontal shift, depending upon the placement of the tooling). This

movement causes the shear elements 24 to shear, in order to allow movement of

the shear sleeve 16.

[0034] This movement also causes the snap ring 20 to move away from its

abutment with the load ring 18. In Figure 2, the snap ring 20 is shown moving

over the raised abutment 48 of the shear sleeve 16. Further movement of the

shifting sleeve 14, shear sleeve 16, and load ring 18 causes the snap ring 20 to



move behind (or below) the abutment 48 and to move forward (or uphole) into the

cavity 56, as shown in Figure 3 .

[0035] Figure 2 shows the end joint 50 of the packer release joint 10 and a

space 52 that is created between an end joint 50 and the tubing cap end 54.

When the packer release joint 10 is compressed, the end joint 50 is spaced a

distance 52 from the tubing end cap 54. This distance 52 is maintained at least

in part by the location of load ring 18 and its ability to receive a compressive load

without allowing shear elements 24 to shear. This distance 52 is also what

allows the compression to be released when the shifting sleeve 14/shear sleeve

16 is pulled. The transition from Figure 2 to 3 illustrates how the continued force

applied to the sleeves 14, 16 will allow the end joint 50 to close the space 52.

[0036] As shown, once snap ring 20 has moved into its collapsed position

on the opposite side of raised abutment 48, continued movement of shifting

sleeve 14/shear sleeve 16 creates a further shift of the shifting sleeve 14 into a

space underneath the outer tubing 58 and the snap ring into cavity 56, as shown

in Figure 3 . The shifting sleeve 14 and shear sleeve 16 and mandrel 26 are

allowed to slide with respect to the outer tubing 58. Load ring 18 also moves

further into the space beneath the outer tubing 58. The outer tubing 58 has a

ledge 60 against which the snap ring 20 will abut to prevent further forward

movement of the packer release joint 10.

[0037] After the shift, the compaction loads force the mandrel 26 forward

(to the left of the page or uphole), which moves the end joint 50 up to close the

distance 52 between tubing end cap 54 and the end joint 50, as shown in Figure



3 . Closing this distance 52 creates the space for release of the tubing loads and

room for movement of the lower wedge to enable release of the packer.

[0038] Benefits of the design described include but are not limited to the

ability to add the packer release joint to existing sand control completions without

modification to the system. Another benefit is that the system takes up a short

length in the completion, but the length can be lengthened as needed to address

higher compressive loads if anticipated. A further benefit is that the packer

release joint does not leave the completion in a floating state; the joint holds the

pipe in a fixed position until the sleeve is shifted. Additionally, even if a packer is

not set in compression, the reservoir in the well may experience compaction

and/or thermal loads may cause compression loads below the packer, and this

packer release joint can address those issues. A further benefit is that the joint

does not separate, as a shear joint might separate. This means that the pipe

below the device can be pulled after the joint has been shifted and has achieved

the movement required to relieve compressive loads, without a second trip to

retrieve the lower pipe.

[0039] Additionally, deepwater completions and the related rig movement

may make it difficult to control the amount of tension or compression that is on

the packer when the packer is set. The packer release joint described can

mitigate the risks associated with pulling packers that have tailpipe in

compression. Deepwater completions and the related rig movement associated

with working from floating completion vessels may make it difficult to space out

the sump packer seals in the lower end of the completion. The use of this joint in

the string can allow the operator the opportunity to place some compression on



the packer to ensure that the seals remain landed, even though that may mean

the packer is set with compression below.

[0040] The foregoing description, including illustrated aspects and

examples, has been presented only for the purpose of illustration and description

and is not intended to be exhaustive or to limiting to the precise forms disclosed.

Numerous modifications, adaptations, and uses thereof will be apparent to those

skilled in the art without departing from the scope of this disclosure.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A packer release compaction joint, comprising:

(a) a shifting sleeve having a first internal shoulder for engagement with a

shifting tool;

(b) a shear sleeve having a raised abutment;

(c) a load ring mounted on the shear sleeve, the load ring having an

outer diameter and positioned forward of the raised abutment; and

(d) a snap ring mounted around the outer diameter of the load ring.

2 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, further comprising a

mandrel and one or more shear elements securing the mandrel to the

shear sleeve.

3 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, further comprising an outer

tubing with a cavity defined by a ledge against which the snap ring abuts

when the packer release compaction joint is shifted.

4 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, wherein action of a shifting

tool against the first internal shoulder of the shifting sleeve releases

compression.



5 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, wherein action of a

shifting tool against the first internal shoulder of the shifting sleeve causes

the snap ring to slide over the load ring.

6 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, wherein the load ring is

mounted to the shear sleeve by a drive-lock pin.

7 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, wherein the shifting sleeve

comprises a second shoulder to abut a shear sleeve.

8 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, wherein the snap ring is C-

shaped with a gap in its circumference.

9 . The packer release compaction joint of claim 1, further comprising (e) a

mandrel in abutment with the snap ring and (f) an end joint, wherein the

mandrel and the end joint are moveable with respect to one another.

10. The packer release compaction joint of claim 9, further comprising one or

more shear elements between the shear sleeve and the mandrel.

11. The packer release compaction joint of claim 9, wherein the packer release

compaction joint is configured to be run into a wellbore with tubing, and

wherein the mandrel and end joint extend from an end of the tubing to

create a distance between the end joint and the tubing.



12. The packer release compaction joint of claim 11, wherein action of a

shifting tool against the first internal shoulder of the shifting sleeve causes

the end joint to move up to close the distance between the end joint and

the tubing.

13. A packer release compaction joint, comprising:

(a) a shifting sleeve having a first internal shoulder for engagement with a

shifting tool;

(b) a shear sleeve having a raised abutment and an end abutting the

shifting sleeve;

(c) a load ring mounted on the shear sleeve, the load ring having an

outer diameter and positioned forward of the raised abutment;

(d) a snap ring mounted around the outer diameter of the load ring;

(e) a mandrel that applies compressive loads to the snap ring, which are

absorbed by the load ring, wherein the mandrel is removably secured

to the shear sleeve via one or more shear elements;

(f) an end joint that is moveable with respect to the mandrel;

(g) a space created between the mandrel and the end joint when the

packer release joint is in a first compression position, wherein shifting

of the shifting sleeve and the shear sleeve to shear the shear

elements causes movement of the end joint to close the space.



14. The packer release compaction joint of claim 13, further comprising an

outer tubing with a cavity defined by a ledge against which the snap ring

abuts when the packer release compaction joint is shifted.

15. The packer release compaction joint of claim 14, wherein action of a

shifting tool against the first internal shoulder of the shifting sleeve causes

the snap ring to slide over the load ring, the shifting sleeve and the shear

sleeve to move under the outer tubing, and the snap ring to move into the

cavity.

16. The packer release compaction joint of claim 13, wherein action of a

shifting tool against the first internal shoulder of the shifting sleeve

releases the first compression position.

17. A method for isolating load on a pipe from shear compression, comprising:

(a) providing a release joint comprising:

(i) a shifting sleeve having a first internal shoulder for engagement

with a shifting tool;

(ii) a shear sleeve having a raised abutment and an end abutting the

shifting sleeve;

(iii) a load ring mounted on the shear sleeve, the load ring having an

outer diameter and positioned forward of the raised abutment;

(iv) a snap ring mounted around the outer diameter of the load

ring;



(v) a mandrel that applies compressive loads to the snap ring, which

are absorbed by the load ring, wherein the mandrel is removably

secured to the shear sleeve via one or more shear elements;

(vi) an end joint that is moveable with respect to the mandrel;

(vii) a space created between the mandrel and the end joint when the

packer release joint is in a first compression position, wherein

shifting of the shifting sleeve and the shear sleeve to shear the

shear elements causes movement of the end joint to close the

space;

providing a shifting tool;

engaging the shifting tool with the first internal shoulder of the shifting

sleeve;

applying force to the shifting tool.

The method of claim 17, wherein applying force to the shifting tool

causes movement of the shifting sleeve and the shear sleeve, causes a

shear of the one or more shear elements, and causes movement of the

snap ring away from the load ring.
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